
Minutes from Pucklechurch school PTA meeting 12/9/17 
 

 

Present. L.cook, J.Webb, A.Bhatia, H.Scaife, V.Milne, K.Stienlet, F.Danoon, S.Chant 

 

 

Apologies K.Pawsey 

 

 

L.Cook welcomed back everyone. 

 

AGM to be postponed until Nov 14th at 7.30pm in local pub.  Feedback suggests that more people would be 

able to attend an evening meeting, this would be a good opportunity to share our finances and discuss our 

success since February. Facebook event setup. Newsletter to be updated with new date. L Cook to organise.  

 

Macmillan coffee morning on the 29th September to e hosted by the PTA. Lucy to meet with Becky Smith to 

organise. Cakes to be made by parents - will publicise this on Friday. Facebook event page set up.  Volun-

teers may be required. 

 

 

Conkerama to be held again this year.  Enjoyed be everyone last year.  Date options 10th or 17th October. 

Need to agree with Mr Forrester and send of proposal.  Email to be sent to volunteers list for help. 

 

Further events discussed, Xmas present sale to be held again. S Phillips to Lead.  

Children's Xmas cards to be organised by PTA. Pack ordered by Lucy and will organise with becky smith.  

Christmas party - Glo theme to be arranged.  

Possibility of a bedtime book evening as the school has previously organised this which was loved by the 

children.  

Repeat uniform sale as this was successful, with a cake sale possibly, Jan time?.  

Parents event, possibly auction of promises. 

 

Opportunity to make money by selling Downed Firework tickets. Lucy to email. 

 

Keen for a Wishlist for teachers, idea by Hannah to give teachers postcards to write their suggestions on. 

 

Applied for Revel grant, possibly to buy PTA their own sound system for parties. Although Simone is most 

kind to lend hers to us when needed.  Ash suggested the purchase of an ‘Event Tent’ so money could be used 

for this.  Revel AGM 27th Sept. L Cook and V Milne to attend. 

 

Discussed the idea of class reps, who could attend meetings and then share our plans with each class. 

 

Idea for xmas tea towels to be arranged. 

 

Email to Mr. Forrester to be sent with plans and dates to get agreement.  

 

Lucy gave a brief summery of the accounts. Just over £1000 made last year. Which is brilliant. 

 

Next meeting to discuss Conkerama, date to be arranged when we have date for the event. 

 

 

 


